Toward understanding of the high number of plant aquaporin isoforms and multiple regulation mechanisms.
Since the discovery of the first plant aquaporin (AQP) in 1993, our conception of the way plants control cell water homeostasis as well as their global water balance has been revisited. Plant AQPs constitute a large family of evolutionarily related channels that, in addition to water, can also facilitate the membrane diffusion of a number of small solutes, such as urea, CO2, H2O2, ammonia, metalloids, and even ions, indicating a wide range of cellular functions. At the cellular level, AQPs are subject to various regulation mechanisms leading to active/inactive channels in their target membranes. In this review, we discuss several specific questions that need to be addressed in future research. Why are so many different AQPs simultaneously expressed in specific cellular types? How is their selectivity to different solutes controlled (in particular in the case of multiple permeation properties)? What does the molecular interaction between AQPs and other molecules tell us about their regulation and their involvement in specific cellular and physiological processes? Resolving these questions will definitely help us better understand the physiological advantages that plants have to express and regulate so many AQP isoforms.